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Introduction

The family business of O.F. 
Mossberg & Sons has been 
making shotguns for 90 
years. They are the oldest 
family owned firearms 
manufacturer in the USA 
where they still make all 
their weapons. The name 
Mossberg is very well 
known and a respected 
one in the firearms busi-
ness. They also have a 
reputation with the public 
for producing good value, 
reliable guns.

The Guns

The 535 ATS™ Thumbhole Synthetic 

The new 535 ATS™ 12 gauge marks a new era 
for Mossberg® pump action shotguns. 
The Mossberg model 500® family has been 
in production since 1961 and the 535 ATS™ is 
another version of this long standing group of 
pump action shotguns. The 500® models all 
share the same receiver and action but differ 
in bore size, choke options, barrel length, 
capacity and stocks.
The ATS™ simply stands for All Terrain Shotgun 
and the two barrels that were supplied with 
this one really makes this one very versatile 
gun.  Influenced by the success of the 3” 
chambered 500® and the 3-1/2” chambered 
835®, the 535 shotgun brings together both 
models, as it’s chambered to take 2 3/4”, 3”, 
and even 3 1/2” magnum steel shot loads.
The 535 is a less expensive alternative to the 
Mossberg 835 Ulti-Mag, (with 23 differing pump 
action configurations) but the 535 lacks the 
835’s over-bored barrel. The non-over bored 
barrel of the 535 does, however, allow the use 
of slugs, which cannot be used in the over 
bored barrel of the 835. Over boring can reduce 
muzzle jump and recoil.

The Super Bantam in 20 Gauge. 

The standard Model 500 uses a 36 cm (14-inch) 
length of pull for the stock, which is suitable 
for adult shooters of average or greater size. 
The Bantam models use a 33 cm (13-inch) 
length of pull stock and a fore-end that sits  
further back than the standard model. The 
Super Bantam stock that Matthew was using 
comes with two recoil pads and a stock spacer. 
By using the short pad, the length of pull can 
be reduced to 30 cm which fitted him well. 
With the spacer and longer pad, an extra 3cm 
can be added. A number of different models 
are offered with Bantam and Super Bantam 
stocks, or they can be ordered as accessories 
and fitted to any Model 500.
The differing stock lengths in 20 gauge is ideal 
for a youngster still growing as the stock can 
be lengthened as required and the lighter recoil 
of the 20 gauge reduces bad flinching habits.
The Super Bantam will take 3” magnums but to 
keep recoil down it’s better to stick with stan-
dard 2 ¾” loads for the kids. As you are using 
lead (with the 20 gauge steel is not required by 
law) then standard gram loads are sufficient.

 
 

The editor and his son try out two Mossberg pump  
action shotguns on opening weekend 2010.

Mossberg Shotgun 

Matthew swings 
the Super Bantam 
on a Mallard. The 
pump action suits 
youngsters well.

The 535 in Mossy Oak Camouflage is a smart 
looking field gun. Canadian goose for dinner.
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Refer www.nzoutdoor.co.nz for previous testfires.

In the Field 

The weather was dead still, cool and crisp 
with sound travelling effortlessly. Mist hung 
in patches here and there like it was placed 
there specially for special effects. Sitting 
in the Maimai with Matthew on open-
ing morning with unseen ducks quacking 
about, waiting for dawn and the first shot 
of the season is a pretty neat time. There 
was probably no place in the world that  
I would rather be.
In the half light at 6am three Canadian 
geese could be seen swimming out in front 
of us no more than 50 metres away. Gloves 
and face-veils now on, test the callers 
out, first the mallard close caller, the long 
distance hailer, the parrie caller and the 
goose honker. You sure need some gear for 
duck shooting these days! The geese swam 
about nervously as two Mallards dropped in 
to join them.
We had three large geese silhouettes out 
right on the edge of shooting range, as 
there are often a few about on opening 
weekend around the estuaries. A dozen 
or so Teal dropped into our decoys just 
minutes before the start shooting time of 
6.15am. 

“Don’t shoot the little ducks Matthew,”  
I whispered. “Teal are protected.”

With the first few shots a few hundred me-
tres away, birds magically started appearing 
from everywhere. Geese took to the air out 
of our range and soon joined up with oth-
ers, honking along in arrow formation.  
“Not to worry, they’ll be back later.”

One of the problems with going out on 
opening weekend with a pump action 
shotgun when you are used to a semi or 
an under-over like I was, is getting used to 
pumping the action between shots. Despite 
this, after the first few flights of Mallards 
we were both getting the hang of it and the 
bird tally steadily mounted. 

Sometime mid morning, while sipping tea 
and hot chocolate from out thermoses, that 
steady honk-honk sound came in on the 
breeze. I only had time for a short reply 
when the fighter-bombers flew straight 
over-head, as if in slow motion, their big 
wings slowly beating. “Shoot for the heads 
Matthew, the HEADS, NOW!” Matthew eyes 
up the front bird, the biggest of the bunch 
and lets rip. Yes! Beauty! Two birds fold like 
they were made of playing cards.
One good thing about shooting the estuar-
ies in the Bay of Plenty is the variety of 
game birds. On opening day we ended up 
shooting Mallards, Greys, a Spoonbill, a 
few geese, a couple of parries and a swan. 
There were pukekos and pheasants about 
but we didn’t bag any that weekend. 

With Matthew (who is 12 years old) using 
the 20 gauge was no problem at all.  
He quickly got used to the pump and 
managed his first goose and his first swan 
and I think the range he could drop birds 
using 2 ¾ 32g lead no. 4’s in Pure Gold by 
Gamebore was about the same as I could 
using 3” steel magnums in no. 3’s also by 
Gamebore. If there was a bird still alive on 
the water, the 20 gauge Super Bantam using 
lead was the more lethal weapon to  
dispatch them. But that’s using steel for you.

Using the 535 with the thumb-hole stock 
took some getting used to as well. If you 
grabbed the gun in a hurry, getting my 
thumb through the hole was a bit tricky. 
Mind you, by the end of the day I was 
pretty used to it.

The 535 with the 28” barrels pointed well 
and followed through easily and I liked 
using it. I’d like to have a go with the 20” 
barrel and lead shot on the rabbits. I bet 
she would be a fast gun to point.
The recoil from the 3” magnum loads was 
pretty heavy by the end of the day, as 
expected for a light gun.

Matthew enjoyed shooting the Bantam and 
he’s asked for one for Christmas.  
We’ll see, have you done your homework?

Mossberg 535 ATS Pump  
Specifications: 

Calibre Size 12 Gauge 
Steel Compatible Yes
Chamber 2 ¾”, 3” and  
 3 1/2” shells
Capacity 3-5 Rounds
Stock Synthetic W/  
 Thumb Hole
Colour  Mossy Oak  
Break-Up  Camouflage
Sights Fibre Optic
Barrel Length 20” and 28”   
    interchangeable.  
Accu -Chokes Imp Cyl, Mod,   
      Full, XX-Full  
 (Extended)
Weight 3.3kg (7lbs) empty
Accessories Gun Lock
Warranty 10-years 
 

Mossberg 500 Super Bantam Pump  
Specifications: 

Calibre Size 20 Gauge
Chamber 2 ¾” and 3” shells
Capacity 5 Rounds
Stock Black Synthetic
Sights Twin Bead
Barrel Length 22”
Length of Pull 12-13”
Accu -Chokes Imp Cyl, Mod, Full
Weight 2.3kg (5 1/4lbs)
Accessories Stock Spacer,  
 Gun Lock
Warranty 10-years

The Editor with a big Tauranga 
Goose taken with the Mossberg 
535 pump.
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